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Who are we: Coordinator and Collection Curator, Dr. Suzanne M. Schadl, Administrative Coordinator- Pauline Heffern, Graduate Library Fellow provided by the Center for Regional Studies – Jacobo Baca (ABD), and Graduate Library Fellows provided by the Latin American and Iberian Institute from Title VI, NRC funding –Molly Nelson and Marina Todeschini (MALAS 2013) and lots of promotional support from Wendy Pedersen (in DACS)

What do we do: Inter-American Studies oversees collection development in Spanish and Portuguese and in Latin American and Southwest Regional studies. It also provides advanced bibliographic instruction and research mentorship to UNM scholars in American, Chicano, Iberian and Latin American Studies as well as Spanish and Portuguese. This library program collaborates with the Latin American and Iberian Institute (LAII), Center for Regional Studies (CRS), and El Centro de la Raza to facilitate regional, national and international outreach and teaching initiatives, including lecture series, exhibits, workshops, brown bag presentations and conferences highlighting UNM’s long term commitment to Hispanic and Latin American research and teaching.

Where is our Space: The Herzstein Latin American Reading Room (HLARR) on the second floor in Zimmerman Library is what we call an uncommons. It is an alternative form of laboratory in which scholars practice their disciplinary crafts between their professor’s classrooms and published scholarship in the library. Our goal is to bring aspiring academics, such as advanced undergraduate and graduate students, together with established specialists so they can learn by example and engagement—socially with other scholars and academically with texts.

Publications/Presentations/Exhibits/Sponsored Events of the division
Publications


Suzanne M. Schadl “Hispanic and Luso-Brazilian Languages and Literatures” a chapter in RCL: Resources for College Libraries, Electronic Database (12/12).


**Presentations**
- Coordinator/Curator, **Suzanne M. Schadl** Conference Presentation, *Tricking internet algorithms: La Energaia, contemporary indigenous thought and humanities classrooms* 58th annual meeting of SALALM (Seminar of the Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials) Coral Gables, FL 5/13
- Coordinator/Curator, **Suzanne M. Schadl**, Commenter on Roundtable, E-books Update: New Developments, New 58th annual meeting of SALALM (Seminar of the Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials) Coral Gables, FL 5/13
- LAII Library Graduate Fellow, **Marina Todeschini**, “Documenting Pan-American Scholarly Communications: A Usage Study of Less Commonly Taught languages” 58th annual meeting of SALALM (Seminar of the Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials) Coral Gables, FL 5/13
- Coordinator/Curator, **Suzanne M. Schadl** Symposium Moderator, Interdisciplinary Dialogue and Closing Remarks, Richard E. Greenleaf Symposium in Latin America: Authority & Identity in Colonial Ibero-America, Albuquerque, NM 4/13

**Exhibits Herzstein Gallery**
- Summer 2012 (Continued from Spring), IAS Sponsored Exhibit w/ additional funding through the LAII, Fine Arts PhD Candidate, Teresa Avila, “Human Rights & and Social Injustice Work by El Taller de Grafica Popular (TGP).” Traveled on to Santa Fe
- Spring 2013/Summer 2013, IAS Sponsored Exhibit, offered in conjunction with Greenleaf Symposium sponsored by the LAII, CRS Library Fellow, **Jacobo Baca**, Curator with Celina Cavalcanti-Bennett and **Molly Nelson**, LAII Library Fellow, “Creating Contact:300 Years of Colonial Manuscripts”

Outside professional activities only required of coordinator/curator (but heavily supported by administrative coordinator)

**Conferences**
Curator Attendance: Feria Internacional del Libro, Guadalajara, November 2012 (Funded through Title VI NRC, Administered through the Latin American and Iberian Institute)
Curator Attendance: ALA Midwinter Conference, January 2013
Curator Attendance/Program Coordinator Administrative support, Rocky Mountain Council Latin American Studies, April 2013
Curator Participation/Administrative and Presentation/Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials, May 2013

**Service of Coordinator/curator**
- **International**
  - Rapporteur General, SALALM 1/13-present
  - Member, LAMP (Latin American Microform Project), Center for Research Libraries, 6/08-present
  - Member, LARRP (Latin Americanist Research Resources Project), Center for Research Libraries, 6/08-present

- **National/Regional**
  - Local Planning Committee, 60th Annual RMCLAS (Rocky Mountain Council on Latin American Studies) Santa Fe, NM, 4/13
  - Subject Editor, Hispanic and Luso-Brazilian Languages and Literatures, RCL (Resources for College Libraries) 1/12- present
  - Co-Chair, ALZAR (Academic Latina/o Zone of Activism & Research), 6/11-present

Outside sponsored research. (Please give name of sponsor, amount involved, purpose of grant, duration, etc.)
LAII Library Graduate Fellows are provided by Title VI NRC funding (15,000/student/academic year) administered through the Latin American and Iberian Institute, to promote Latin American resources at UNM.